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Thoughts from the Chair

T

Risk

his is my first opportunity to write for

Major General Tim Cross (rtd), commented

highlighted the need for a strategic institute,

ALERT as it was my privilege to have

to me recently that he had had meetings

such as ICPEM, supported at the operational

been asked to Chair the Executive

with UK Government last year and their

level where the Emergency Planning Society

Council of ICPEM at the 2017 Annual

knowledge of the Institute and our goals was

(EPS) operate. I believe there is room for both

General Meeting (AGM). It is fair comment

non-existent. This is a situation that must

organisations to grow and complement each

to say that the last three years have been

change and quickly!

other’s’ activities to the benefit of all. So we

difficult and the Institute has been in decline,

So, what have we been doing to remedy this

may work together to provide a unified voice

both in activities and membership levels.

situation in the last year?

to Government and the wider community.

However, our most recent AGM a month ago

In all institutions, where there is a reliance on

I’ll finish with an echo from our previous

was encouraging. This was followed by the

people giving up their free time to take on

Chair when he said, “We need to enlist the

Institute’s first conference since 2014, and

charitable roles, it is frequently the case that

help of all our colleagues and professionals in

the publication of the first edition of ALERT

only a few people actually do the bulk of

the field and speak with one voice from city,

for three years shows we are making a start

the work. Within a field such as Emergency

county, country and government levels”.

to recover lost ground.

Planning, where the experts are in high

Let’s start the rebuilding of the Institute and

demand, finding capable and willing “experts”

remember our heritage and recognise the

I was just reading a back copy of Alert from

to join a committee or provide their time and

hard work still required to keep everyone safe

2014, and I cannot help seeing many parallels

experience to help others has been, and still

and secure into the future!

in the issues faced today with coverage

is, challenging! This has been the case with

then: plane crashes (Havana 18/5) and Ebola

the Institute in recent times.

breaking out again in Africa. I was also

However, there is some good news and

watching the Royal Wedding – planning at

hopefully more to come! The Executive

its finest I’m sure you would agree! And let’s

Council, under my Chair, has recruited

not forget the tragedy of Grenfell Towers

new members willing to take on more

last year, and the recommendations given

responsibility and action matters. Several

for responders. It’s also interesting that back

Executive Council members have departed,

then, the Institute was also looking to enlist

and my thanks go to them for their service to

support for its activities.

the Institute. We are always looking for new

It is fair to say that currently, in the wider

members to join the Council, and especially

community outside of UK Emergency

if you have a contribution you think would

Planning arena, the Institute is not

benefit others – please do get in touch!

recognised as a thought leader and a

There is so much to do in our field. The global

source of academic knowledge or practical

and UK events over the past two years have

Nick Goldby PGDip MSyI MBCI MICPEM GCGI
ICPEM Chair
Senior Security and Business Continuity Consultant, Arup

insight in our field. Our current President,
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BLACK-SKY THINKING
by David Alexander

I

n the current furore about artificial

(which short-circuits them) in order to render

distribution is not so stable. It sets us aside

intelligence (AI), there is a growing

them inoperable and thus undermine the

from the forgotten corners of the world

fear that machines will take on a life

functioning of the enemy state.

where power grids and distribution networks

2

of their own and behave in a malign and

have not yet arrived. They are either treated

uncontrollable manner.1 There are many

Power failure is taken very seriously by

as romantic anachronisms or marginal places

worrying aspects of AI, and some heartening

utility providers and hospitals, but not by the

of little consequence. But what if electricity

ones, but there is a remarkably simple answer
to talk of machines taking over, namely,
why not pull out the plug? The insurgency
of self-controlled machines is a staple of
science fiction, and much of the respect for
that genre stems from the fact that it often
contains a metaphor for humanity’s current

For a moment they saw the nations of the
dead, and, before they joined them, scraps of
the untainted sky.
E.M. Forster, 1909

mores and preoccupations. In this case, it is
an indication of the extent to which we all
take electricity for granted.
More than ever before in history, electricity is
now our life-blood, and every day that passes
this becomes more and more true. If anything
threatens our survival, it is the absence of
electrical current in the distribution system
of high- and low-tension cables and wires.
In fact, when NATO bombed Serbia in 1999
tacticians put a great deal of effort into
bombing power stations with graphite

general public or many businesses. For many

distribution did significantly fail? Both the

decades we have been habituated to the

causes and the consequences are likely to be

idea that, if the power ever goes off, it will

quite involved3.

come on again very soon, and interruptions
of service will be rare. They are a nuisance

Much work has been carried out to protect

that forces us to suspend our activities, but

electricity generation and distribution

that is all. This is a testimony to the dogged

networks against progressive failures of the

work of the electricity providers in ensuring

‘toppling dominoes’ kind, characterised by a

supplies. It sets countries aside from those

chain of protective isolations and shut-downs

where, through lack of energy resources,

of the system4. However, with rising demand

inability to maintain networks, shortage of

for electricity and diversifying supply, power

investment and growing demand, electricity

distribution has become progressively more

Technology 3

sophisticated, pervasive and internationalised.

example in the home environment, and it

the coin is crime and social deviance.

This has also created many more areas of

would certainly lead to a problem of how to

Despite the prevalence of the ‘therapeutic

potential vulnerability . Hence, ‘cascading

dispose of large quantities and varieties of

community’ and its reinforced consensus

failure’ is a term that is now less applicable to

contaminated food. Hence, an extra burden

on what is right and proper, for criminals

the physical relationships in a power network

on hospitals and a problem of rectifying the

disaster is an opportunity.15 Looting16 is

and more to the relationship between overall

food supply chain would be consequences.

not an inevitable consequence, but where

5

appropriate preconditions exist (for example

failure and chains of consequences.

6

From advertising to sales and dispatch,

in deprivation, lawlessness or lack of social

Despite all the work that has gone into

commerce is now heavily, almost universally,

justice), it may be a significant outcome.

making power generation and distribution

dependent on electronic systems. Hence,

The connection between electricity supply

resilient processes, natural hazard impact

interruption of electricity supply inevitably

failure and looting has been well researched

cannot be ruled out, and neither can

means interruption of business: the supplier

in its North American context.17 However,

technical failure.7 Moreover, cyber attack

cannot sell and the customer cannot buy. In

before plans are laid to cope with a massive

cannot be regarded as a threat that is

such a situation, it will be interesting to see

onset of looting as the lights go out, perhaps

what degree of cushioning there is between

attention should be devoted to the presence

In this sense, the 2015-16 cyber attacks on

interruption of service and bankruptcy. This

or absence of preconditions and what they

the Ukrainian power grid have acted as a

came close to being tested in both “9-11”

signify in terms of propensity or its absence.

wake-up call to the electricity industry.9 In

and the eruption of Eyjafjallajökull in 2010,

the last analysis, power supply will never be

each of which put a ground-stop of about

If we became completely habituated to

completely safe against widespread failure.

a week upon the airlines, leading to massive

using digital technology, would we be able

losses of revenue.

to think and act effectively in its absence?

totally under control and will remain so.

8

12

Information technology has caused people

Because water supply and sanitation, fuel
supply, food distribution and other services

How would a “cashless society” manage

to retreat from reality, and at the same

depend on the availability of electricity,

in the absence of electronic banking

time it has made itself indispensable. If this

there are grounds for regarding it as the

and electrically driven transactions? This

seems to be too extreme an interpretation,

primary form of critical infrastructure.10 It

problem covers a wide spectrum because

an alternative view is that information

also provides some essential mechanisms

it stretches from simple issues about

technology has redefined reality. However,

through which critical infrastructure failure

paying for essential goods, such as food, to

technological failure could redefine it again.

is linked to cascading disasters. In most

complex ones about major time-dependent

places, the degree of dependency of society

electronic transactions, such as house

The Internet age has given a special sort of

on electricity has not been tested by a

purchase conveyancing.

prescience to the renowned science fiction
story that E.M. Forster wrote in 1909, The

prolonged, widespread outage (although
around the world major events of this kind

One of the most significant and least

Machine Stops18. This is an apocalyptic tale

occur with a frequency of about once a

explored elements of dependency upon

of how universal dependency on technology

year, and less consequential events orders of

electricity is the psychological side. For

leads to the breakdown of civilisation and

magnitude more often11).

people who are completely habituated

the annihilation of all those who depend on

to communicating via social media and

it, except for a small group of people who

At present, we have a poor understanding

telephone, what would it mean to have

have managed to break away and revert to a

of the degree to which we depend on

to do without these devices? This brings

more natural form of living. Forster and his

electricity. Consider the impact of prolonged

us to Barton’s post-disaster ‘therapeutic

contemporaries faced the incubus of the First

loss of power on food conservation and

community’. It is probable that a prolonged

World War, in which the machine gun and

distribution. If motor fuel supplies cannot

black-out would lead to more cooperation,

poison gas did so much to show the prowess

be pumped, food will rot in warehouses. If

social identification and self-sacrifice.

of technology on the killing fields. Yet it was

refrigeration fails, food will rot in situ. This

It would tend to bring outcasts into the

not until the beginning of the nuclear age

may lead to a proliferation of gastro-enteritic

social circle rather than reinforce their

that people and their prophets began to see

diseases, as contaminated food is eaten, for

exclusion. However, the other side of

technology as genuinely capable of making

13

14
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an end to civilisation. Nonetheless, Forster’s

example in any form of prolonged failure

magisterial tale at least offers his readers a

of the equipment, will inevitably lead to

K. Peterson 2007. Infrastructure failure

glimpse of future regeneration. Whether or

resocialisation, but largely through a highly

interdependencies in extreme events:

not Forster was foreseeing something in the

inefficient process of improvisation, of trial

power outage consequences in the

future, Domesday scenarios and the means of

and error. Paradoxically, by creating massive

1998 ice storm. Natural Hazards 41(2):

coping with them remain extremely difficult

redundancy, its very inefficiency may be the

337-358; Bompard, E., R. Napoli and

to think through.

source of its richness and success. In the end

Fei Xue 2009. Analysis of structural

if failure occurs on a grand scale, afterwards,

vulnerabilities in power transmission

Forster’s story relies much on automation,

the attitude to technology will never be

grids. International Journal of Critical

which is in turn dependent on the algorithms

the same again.

Infrastructure Protection 2(1): 5-12;

19

that make it function. The proliferation of
algorithms is becoming a major influence
upon modern life. All algorithms are models,

Chiaradonna, S., F. Di Giandomenico
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CALLING ALL UNIVERSITIES

U

niting Academics with Professionals to
Promote Excellence in Civil Protection and
Emergency Management’!

Calling all universities offering programmes in civil protection and emergency management.
One of the principal aims of the Institute is to ‘unite
Academics with Professionals to Promote Excellence in Civil
Protection and Emergency Management’. To assist in the
achievement of this aim, the Institute is compiling a list of
universities that run degree programmes (undergraduate
or post-graduate) or diplomas in civil protection and/
or emergency management, including terrorism/counterterrorism. Do you run such a programme at your university?
If so, please send details of the programme(s) you offer to
President Emeritus Tony Moore at tmdisman@gmail.com.
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UK NATIONAL RISK REGISTER
by Roger Gomm

I

n September, the UK Cabinet Office

The likelihood scores are assigned to each risk

are then combined to provide a single

published the National Risk Register

on a scale of one to five. For each step on this

overall impact score.

(NRR) of Civil Emergencies 2017 edition.

scale, the probability of an event happening

The document provides an updated

in the next five years increases roughly

The key risks, from both hazards and

government assessment of the likelihood

tenfold. For some risks, data such as historical

malicious attacks are displayed on the two

and potential impact of a range of

analysis and numeric modelling can be used

graphs below. It often surprises people that

different civil emergency risks (including

to inform estimates of likelihood (especially

the highest risk (likelihood and impact) is

naturally and accidentally occurring

for naturally and accidentally occurring

not terrorism but pandemic influenza. Flu

hazards and malicious threats) that may

hazards). Scientific expertise is also sought to

pandemics are natural events that happen

directly affect the UK over the next 5 years.

inform the development and review of risks.

when a unique flu virus evolves that few

Clearly, the plausibility of terrorist attacks or

people (if any) are immune to. There are

The assessment of risks is based on a

other malicious incidents is assessed slightly

important differences between ‘ordinary’

continuous cycle of learning lessons from real

differently. The willingness of individuals or

seasonal flu of the kind that happens in

events, drawing on new scientific or technical

groups to carry out attacks is balanced against

winter, and pandemic flu. In a pandemic,

evidence and improving the way in which

an objective assessment of their capability

the new virus will spread quickly and cause

we calculate the likelihood and potential

– now and, as far as possible, over the next

more serious illness in a large proportion of

impacts (consequences) of risks. Each NRR

five years – and the vulnerability of their

the population, due to the lack of immunity.

therefore improves upon the last one and

potential targets. The two scales are not directly

There is a high probability of a flu pandemic

updates the understanding of risks. The

comparable with one another; however, for the

occurring, but it is impossible to predict

assessment of some of the risks in the 2017

purposes of planning, a hazard or threat in the

when, or exactly what it would be like. The

NRR has changed since the previous NRR was

top right quadrant of either matrix would be

most recent pandemic flu outbreak was

published in 2015. In some cases, the changes

given the same priority.

an H1N1 strain (‘Swine flu’) in 2009 which
caused at least 18,500 deaths worldwide.

are the result of new or better modelling
which improves understanding of the risk
scenarios. In other cases, amendments
reflect the changing world in which we live
and gives e.g. emergence of new infectious
diseases and cyber-attacks. This document

The impacts of civil emergencies assessed using
the following criteria:

In 1918 another variant of the same H1N1

• Fatalities directly attributable to the

people globally. However, other flu strains

incident;
• Casualties resulting from the incident

strain (‘Spanish flu’) killed over 50 million
exist with pandemic potential, such as H5N1
(‘avian or bird flu’). This strain caused several

covers very severe risks that could affect

(including illness, injury and psychological

hundred human deaths in South East Asia

the UK within the next five years. Clearly,

trauma);

in 1996. If you consider the consequences

there are a variety of longer-term trends

• Social disruption to people’s

using the impact criteria above, they could be

that are likely, over the coming decades, to

daily lives (such as disruption to

catastrophic for the UK. In response to this

change the overall risk landscape. In time,

transport, healthcare, education,

risk, the UK Influenza Pandemic Preparedness

they could also lead to the emergence of

telecommunications, etc.);

Strategy covers strategic planning, response

completely new risks e.g. antimicrobial
resistance (AMR) where drugs are no longer
effective in treating infections caused by

• Economic damage (such as lost tourism
or working hours);
• Psychological impact on the wider

and scientific evidence and links to the
World Health Organisation, global influenza
preparedness plans.

micro-organisms such as bacteria, viruses or

population (including widespread

parasites and climate change.

anxiety, loss of confidence in the

Over the past 25 years more than 30 new

The process applied to the various risks is to

Government or public outrage).

(or newly recognised) emerging infectious

assess the likelihood or plausibility and the

Each of the dimensions listed above is

diseases have been identified around the

impact or consequences.

scored on a scale of 0 to 5 and these scores

world, such as Ebola, Zika and Middle

Risk 7

East Respiratory Syndrome. The latter

flooding) which damage the distribution

‘Black Start’ to recover the network from a

emerged recently in 2012 and poses a

network. Damage to the National Electricity

total or partial shutdown. Based on current

global health threat.

Transmission System is much rarer but could

plans, Black Start recovery could take up to

cause significant electricity disruption and,

five days with potential for some additional

Widespread electricity failure, flooding and

in extreme cases, a widespread loss of power.

disruption beyond this timescale in the event

cold weather and snow are also high risk.

An electricity failure across entire regions or

of significant network damage.

the UK has not happened before. Were it to
Instances of electricity failure (also referred

occur, impacts would be very severe, causing

There are three types of flooding considered:

to as power loss or blackout) can be caused

widespread disruption to many critical

coastal (where high tides and storm surges

by many things, such as severe weather

sectors and wider society in general. The

combine to cause the sea to flood inland);

(e.g. very strong winds, lightning and

National Grid has a recovery process called

rivers and streams, known as ‘fluvial

ICPEM // Alert // Summer 2018
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flooding’ (where waterways overflow their

on an underground train at Parsons Green

for emergencies; and a Strategic National

banks into surrounding areas); and surface

in west London. As can be seen in the

Framework on Community Resilience, which

water (where rainfall overwhelms drainage

graph, ‘attacks on crowded places’ are the

explores the role and resilience of individuals,

systems). All three forms could happen in

most likely scoring 5. As recent attacks

businesses and communities.

different locations across the UK at the same

in the UK and Europe have demonstrated

time. Some flood risks are tied to specific

crowded public places unfortunately remain

In addition to providing information on how

geographic features such as coastline or flood

an attractive target for terrorists, because

the UK Government and local responders

plains, but surface water flooding can occur

they are generally easily accessible, tend to

manage these emergencies, the National Risk

in a wide variety of locations including towns

have less security and can be used to cause

Register also signposts advice and guidance

or cities far from the sea or rivers. Surface

large scale injury and loss of life. Potential

on what members of the public can do to

water flooding is also particularly difficult to

targets include pedestrian routes and other

prepare for these events. This represents the

forecast and can happen at very short notice.

thoroughfares as well as sports arenas,

drive to improve community resilience across

When flooding occurs, infrastructure (e.g.

retail outlets and entertainment spaces.

the UK. Chapter 2 is titled ‘Be Prepared’,

bridges) or flood defences can sometimes

Attacks could be carried out using a variety

it explains the likely consequences were to

be overwhelmed with little, if any, notice,

of weapons including blades, firearms,

happen and some simple actions that you

leading to additional disruption.

explosives, and vehicles deliberately used

might consider taking to better protect you,

to harm people. However, if you consider

your family, your home and your business.

Extremely cold weather and heavy snow is

the consequences using the impact criteria

Throughout the document there are further

not a common occurrence in the UK, but

above, they are unlikely to be catastrophic

links to other advice and guidance.

where it to occur, impacts would be very

for the UK, but this risk is targeting

severe; using the impact criteria above you

individual members of the public and seeks

In addition to using the National Risk

will recognise that it would cause widespread

to cause widespread fear and anxiety across

Register, the public can also find information

disruption to many critical sectors and

all communities and therefore this risk

about risks to their local area through their

wider society in general. In February 2001,

receives significant attention. In response,

Community Risk Register. The NRR provides

heavy snow and strong winds caused travel

the UK Government’s counter-terrorism

links and information about how to find local

disruption for up to five days and brought

strategy, CONTEST, is an integrated approach

Community Risk Register.

down power lines across Northern Ireland.

to counter-terrorism, with clear objective to

The most widespread and prolonged low

reduce the risk to the UK from terrorism.

temperatures and heavy snow in recent

The 2017 National Risk Register provides
an extensive overview of the key risks that

years occurred from December 2009 to

As you would expect for each risk of civil

have the potential to cause significant

January 2010. Daytime temperatures were

emergency, a lead Government department is

disruption in the UK. I would suggest

mostly sub-zero across the UK. At night,

identified and is responsible for the day-to-

that this document is the ‘gold standard’

temperatures in England, Wales and Northern

day policy oversight, coordination, support

for risk registers as it explains the types

Ireland regularly fell to -5°C to -10°C,

and overall management of the central

of emergencies that might occur, what

while in Scotland (in the Highland glens)

Government response to an emergency.

the Government and partners are doing

temperatures fell to -15°C or lower. Snowfall

Although most incidents in the UK are

to mitigate them, and how individuals,

across the UK lasted for some time, allowing

managed locally the UK Government has

families or small businesses can help to

20cm to 30cm of snow to build up, closing

developed standardised doctrine including:

protect themselves. I believe that they

schools and making it very difficult to travel.

the Government’s Concept of Operations,

have made the National Risk Register

which sets out the flexible arrangements

more robust, informative and accessible

As reported in CRJ, the UK faces a serious

for coordinating the response to and

than ever before.

and sustained threat from terrorism. To

recovery from emergencies within the UK;

highlight this, shortly after this document

Contingency plans for responding to the

was published the UK threat level for

highest priority risks identified in the NRA; A

international terrorism was raised from

National Resilience Capabilities Programme,

‘severe’ to ‘critical’ after a device ignited

which aims to build a range of capabilities
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WHAT PRICE JESIP AFTER THE
MANCHESTER ARENA TERRORIST
INCIDENT?
by Tony Moore

T

he review into the response to the
terrorist attack at the Manchester Arena
in May 2017, led by Lord Kerslake,1
raised questions about the effectiveness of
the Joint Emergency Service Interoperability
Principles (JESIP).

Brief history
In April 2012, a report, prepared jointly
by the Association of Chief Police Officers
(ACPO), the Chief Fire Officers Association
(National Resilience) and the Association
of Ambulance Chief Executives (AACE) on
how the ‘blue light services’ (police, fire,
and ambulance) could work together more
effectively at major or complex incidents, was
published.2 As a result, the Joint Emergency
Services Interoperability Programme (JESIP)
was launched in November 2012, with its
declared aim being -

Manchestr Arena. © Copyright Paul Gillett and licensed for reuse under this Creative Commons Licence.
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/

Principles, which meant it remained as ‘JESIP’.

together with paramedics from North West

‘to ensure the blue light services [were]

In January 2015, a tri-service review, led by

Ambulance Service (NWAS), moved quickly

trained and exercised to work together

Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary

to implement the principles recognised as

as effectively as possible at all levels of

(HMIC)5, was carried out with the intention

key to multi-agency working. A sergeant

command in response to major or complex

of providing assurances on the extent to

from the BTP initially became the Police

incidents (including fast moving terrorist

which JESIP had been embedded across the

Operational Commander (Bronze) but he

scenarios) so that as many lives as possible

emergency services. By and large, the review

was quickly replaced by a GMP inspector

[could] be saved.’3

found that progress was being made but

who arrived at the scene7 with an Advanced

there was still more to be done.

Paramedic from NWAS assuming the role

6

Following the commencement of the

of Ambulance Bronze.8 Meanwhile, more

Programme, a review was commissioned

What happened in Manchester

senior command positions at Tactical and

which examined the reports into 32

There are generally three accepted levels

Strategic Level were rapidly assumed by

emergencies and major incidents that had

of command in responding to a major or

‘the duty Silver Commander and the on-call

taken place in Britain between 1985 and

complex incident in the United Kingdom,

Gold Commander’, from the Force Command

2010, and which found that ‘a significant

Strategic (Gold), Tactical (Silver) and

Module at GMP Headquarters.9 From NWAS,

number of these reports … identified

Operational (Bronze). On 22 May 2017, an

both the Duty Gold and Silver Commanders,

interoperability failings of the response

Improvised Explosive Device (IED), detonated

‘after initial consultations with other senior

organisations.’4 Arguably, therefore, JESIP was

in a suicide attack in the foyer of the

managers … made their way directly to the

long overdue.

Manchester Arena at the end of a pop-

GMP Force Command Module’.10 For NWAS,

concert, attended by14,000 people, killed 22

‘tactical management of the incident from

Reviews of the development and

of them and physically injured at least 120

the [GMP] Force Command Module’ enabled

implementation of JESIP between 2013 and

others, 59 of them seriously. Officers from

‘multiple assets’ to be deployed, ‘through

2015 led to the JESIP being renamed as the

two police forces, the British Transport Police

collaboration between Bronze, Silver and the

Joint Emergency Services Interoperability

(BTP) and Greater Manchester Police (GMP),
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NWAS Emergency Operations Centres and
Regional Operations Coordination Centre.11
Other agencies played their part. Staff from
Showsec, who were responsible for security
at the concert, provided ‘an immediate
response as the incident was unfolding’; the
Greater Manchester Health and Social Care
Partnership Gold Commander deployed to
GMP Force Command Module after originally
going to NWAS Control Centre; Silver
Commanders from each of the six hospitals
‘co-ordinated across Greater Manchester
so that specialist clinicians moved between

Bombing location by Eugen Simion 14 (Base map from OpenStreetMap) [ODbL (http://opendatacommons.org/licenses/
odbl/1.0/) or CC BY-SA 2.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0)], via Wikimedia Commons

hospitals where they were needed rather than

assumed command, was a National Inter-

Communication

transferring patients’; the Northern Branch

agency Liaison Officer who was 22 miles

The ability to communicate effectively

of Network Rail, which was the owner of the

from the Manchester Arena when informed

is critical when responding to major or

Arena and adjoining Victoria Railway Station,

of the explosion. At the same time he was

complex incidents. Examination of the 32

‘put their three-tier command structure

told that GMP had nominated the near-by

emergencies and major incidents occurring

in place with Bronze being the on-call

Cathedral car park as the incident rendezvous

between 1986 and 2010, found that, in

station manager who attended the site’; and

point.14 But, instead of sending assets to this

each case, operational communication had

Transport for Greater Manchester activated

rendezvous point, he instructed GMFRS to

been an issue.18 On this occasion it was no

its ‘full incident management arrangements’,

mobilize four pumps to its own rendezvous

different, with the Panel hearing ‘that almost

with the Head of Control and Operational

point at Philips Park, some two miles

every organisation found that improvements

Support deploying to the GMP Force

from the Arena.15

needed to be made in its ability to

Command Module. Transport for Greater

communicate within the organisation and

Manchester also supported NWAS on the

The failure to co-locate was later condoned

externally’.19 But operational communication

night by procuring and mobilising buses and

by more senior officers who went straight to

did not appear to seriously hamper the

drivers to convey some of the less-seriously

the GMFRS’s own Command Support Room

response of either GMP or NWAS as it

injured casualties to hospitals.12

at Swinton as they became aware of the

did with GMFRS.

explosion. Indeed, the Panel found ‘it hard
But, throughout all this, one of the three

to understand why the majority of GMFRS’s

The National Inter-agency Liaison Officer,

‘blue light services’, the Greater Manchester

on-duty officers deployed themselves and/

whilst driving from his home to the GMFRS

Fire and Rescue Service (GMFRS) was

or each other to GMFRS’s own Command

rendezvous point he had set up at Philip’s

missing. Indeed, it was more than two hours

Support Room, without concurrently

Park, struggled to reach the GMP Duty

after the initial explosion before resources

deploying appropriate senior officers to the

Officer for key information about the

from GMFRS arrived at the scene. Why this

GMP Force Command Module.16 The Chief

situation on the ground. However, the review

happened has been broadly identified using

Fire Officer of the GMFRS gave the Review

found that having failed to get through

the five principles of JESIP.13

Panel two reasons for not going to the GMP

to the GMP Duty Officer on the phone,

Command Module. Firstly, he had not been

for reasons that were ‘obvious’ due to the

told when the first Strategic Coordinating

unfolding situation, he did little else to find

Group meeting would be held; secondly,

out the precise picture. The Panel expressed

Commanders should co-locate, as soon as

he claimed that, on the last occasion he

its disappointment in learning that, ‘in this

practicably possible, at a single, safe and

had gone there during an incident, it had

instance, specialist “inter-agency liaison”

easily identifiable location near to the scene.

been chaotic.17

appeared to count for nothing other than

The five principles
Co-location

Unfortunately, the GMFRS officer, who

telephoning the GMP force duty officer

JESIP 11

and when this failed, the whole GMFRS

Jointly understanding risk

on-call National Inter-agency Liaison Officer

response to the scene was effectively brought

A joint understanding of risk is obtained by

appeared ‘to have acted as though he had no

to a point of paralysis, which was to last

sharing information about the likelihood and

other options available to him through which

until 00.21 hrs when pumps were finally

potential impact of threats and hazards to

to gain situational awareness himself or for

deployed forward.’

agree potential control measures. The failure

others to get it for him.’24 The Panel found

of GMFRS to deploy operational commanders

that GMFRS was deprived ‘of an appropriate

Co-ordination

either to the scene, or to the GMP forward

situational awareness’ when it failed to

In a terrorist incident, the lead agency

rendezvous point, or to Tactical (with the

deploy appropriate officers to sit along the

will always be the police. So, it was clear

exception of a tactically-trained National

other blue light services and other agencies

to everyone that GMP had the lead. But

Inter-agency Liaison Officer who had self-

at the three levels of command.25

20

St Ann’s Square floral tribute panorama by Tomasz “odder” Kozlowski [CC BY-SA 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)], from Wikimedia Commons

effective co-ordination can only be achieved

deployed) or Strategic Command at GMP

when the ‘blue light’ services, together

Command Module, meant that there was

with other key agencies, identify priorities,

little chance of GMFRS understanding the

The failure of GMFRS to respond
appropriately

resources and capabilities for an effective

risks involved in responding to this incident.22

Whilst the Panel identified a number of

response. However, the Panel found the Chief

factors that influenced GMFRS’s failure

Fire Officer, the most senior officer in the

Shared situation awareness

to respond appropriately to the incident,

GMFRS, who happened to be the on-call

Shared situational awareness involves a

including ‘poor communication and poor

principal officer that night, ‘played a key

common understanding of the circumstances,

procedures’, the significant criticism was

role in delaying opportunities’ to coordinate

immediate consequences and implications

reserved for the leadership. It found the

with other services. He did not arrive at the

of the incident, along with an appreciation

behaviour of senior officers ‘surprising’26 and

GMFRS Command Room in Swinton until

of the capabilities and priorities of all

concluded that, when combined, their lack

nearly midnight, almost one-half hours

responding agencies. Liaison at the scene

of understanding of events on the ground,

after the explosion, having chosen, it would

between the GMP Bronze, the GMP Ground

combined with their failure to deploy crews,

appear, quite deliberately, not to go to the

Assigned Tactical Firearms Commander and

it demonstrated ‘an organisation brought

joint ‘Gold Command’ which had been set

the NWAS Bronze enabled them to jointly

to the point of failure by a reversion, under

up within the GMP Force Command Module,

have a good awareness of the situation and

pressure, to a state of single-agency thinking.’

where senior ambulance, health, council and

‘was helpful in progressing tasks.’23 But the

This, the Panel felt, was ‘underpinned by

transport officials had, by then, all gathered.

panel expressed its concern that the GMFRS’s

the service’s culture.’ In addition, against all

21

command protocol, the Chief Fire Officer
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eventually took tactical and operational

Where does that leave JESIP now?

control of the incident just as more junior

Whilst the Panel identified a number of

GMFRS officers on the ground were starting

ways which would improve interoperability

to get a grasp of the situation and were

working,30 for all the agencies, but with the

about to deploy the ‘special response teams’,

exception of GMFRS, they were relatively

the firefighters trained and equipped to deal

minor when considered against the overall

with terrorist attacks. But this was stopped

response. Indeed, the Panel found that ‘the

by the Chief Fire Officer, who held them back

coordination of the response to the Arena

and, instead, directed three regular pumps

attack [had] worked effectively’ and ‘ensured

to move to the scene, an order that ‘caused

the provision of an impressive degree of

the special response teams considerable

multi-agency support and access to a

concern’. Even when the regular crews finally

complete range of capabilities and capacities

arrived, nearly two hours after the blast,

for those responders on the ground.’31 In its

they suffered a further delay entering the

concluding remarks, the Panel went further,

Arena itself, because the GMFRS officer on

claiming ‘the response to the Arena attack

the ground had to wait for the Chief Fire

provided an extraordinary validation of the

Officer’s permission for them to go in. The

ongoing work with the UK Civil protection

Panel added, officials from other blue-light

sector to embed JESIP interoperability

services at the scene ‘could see the immense

framework into practice.’32

frustration on the firefighters’ faces’ because
they were ‘still being restrained from helping
the other responders’ who were clearly visible
treating casualties. Finally, the Panel believed
that, because ‘the chief fire officer was

About the author
Tony Moore is a former Deputy President and Chair
of the Executive Council of the Institute of Civil
Protection and Emergency Management.

frustrated that he had not been informed
about the incident earlier by North West Fire
Control’, it ‘led him to believe that he should
intervene with tactical decision making at
this point.’27
Less than four months after the incident,
as criticism of the GMFRS’s response
mounted, the Chief Fire Officer announced
his resignation, whilst on extended leave of
absence.28 Although it did not officially take
effect until 5 February 2018, he played no
further part in the management of GMFRS.
Speaking after Lord Kerslake had issued his
report, the interim Chief Fire Officer, who
was appointed to Greater Manchester after
the incident, said, ‘There were clearly failures
in leadership and poor decisions were made’
on the night, as a result of which GMFRS’s
response ‘fell far short of what the people of
Greater Manchester can expect.’29
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T

he next edition of Alert will be
published in December 2018.
The Editor welcomes articles
on civil protection, emergency
management and related topics
from both members and nonmembers of the Institute. So,
please, get writing!!!
Closing date for the December issue
is Sunday, 14 October 2018. Articles
should be sent to Sarah Schubert at
alert@theicpem.net by this date.
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NERVE AGENT POISONING
IN SALISBURY
by Roger Gomm

O

n Sunday 4th March 2018, Mr
Skripal aged 66 years, a former
Russian double agent and his
daughter, Yulia aged 33 years were
poisoned by a military-grade nerve agent in
Salisbury; many questions about the attack
remain unanswered.

The facts as we know them
On Sunday 4th March 2018, Mr Skripal and
his daughter went to the Bishop’s Mill pub
before going to Zizzi restaurant in Salisbury
at about 14:20 hours. They stayed at the
restaurant until 15:35 hours. At 16:15,
Wiltshire police received a call from a
member of the public who was concerned
for the welfare of two people in a park in
Salisbury. The emergency services were
alerted to ‘a man and a woman looking
unwell on a bench’. An eyewitness later
tells the BBC “On the bench there was a
couple, an older guy and a younger girl.
She was sort of leant in on him, it looked
like she had passed out maybe. He was
doing some strange hand movements
(in hindsight this was possibly a form of
muscle twitching a potential distinguishing
feature of nerve agents), looking up to the
sky. It looked like they had been taking
something quite strong.”
Mr Skripal and his daughter were admitted
to the Accident and Emergency department
of Salisbury District Hospital. At this time
they were a man in his 60s and a woman
in her 30s, with no visible signs of injury.
They were identified as Sergei and Yulia
Skripal. As you can imagine doctors were
initially baffled by their symptoms and
had no idea what substance they had been
exposed to. However, as the names of the
casualties became known, rumours of Russian
involvement became widespread. Both
remained unconscious, and in a critical but
stable condition.

Wiltshire police began an investigation on
Sunday to determine how the individuals
had fallen ill, and whether a crime had
been committed. They declared a major
incident on Monday 5th. On Tuesday the
Metropolitan police decided that, given the
unusual circumstances, responsibility for the
investigation should be transferred to the
National Counter Terrorism Policing Network.
On Monday 5th it was announced that
Scientists from Public Health England’s
(PHE’s) Centre for Radiation, Chemical
and Environmental Hazards, would assist
the response and review information as it
became available.
On 7th March, Metropolitan Police Assistant
Commissioner Mark Rowley, the Head of
National Counter-Terror Policing, stated that
Mr Skripal and his daughter were poisoned
with a nerve agent. He also revealed that
a police officer, Detective Sergeant Nick
Bailey, was also infected. He stated, “This is
being treated as a major incident involving
attempted murder by administration of
a nerve agent. These two people remain
critically ill in hospital. Sadly, in addition a
police officer who was one of the first to
attend the scene in response to the incident
is now also in a serious condition in hospital.”

Also on 7th March, the Ministry of Defence’s
Porton Down laboratory confirmed a nerve
agent had been used.
On 12th March, Prime Minister Theresa
May told the House of Commons that the
poison used in the attack was a militarygrade nerve agent developed by Russia. She
said it was part of a group of nerve agents
known as Novichok.

What is Novichok
The Novichok class of agents were reportedly
developed in an attempt to circumvent the
Chemical Weapons Treaty (chemical weapons
are banned on the basis of chemical structure
and therefore a new chemical agent is not
subject to past treaties). They have reportedly
been engineered to be undetectable by
standard detection equipment. Novichok
agents may be dispersed as an ultra-fine
powder as opposed to a gas or a vapour.
The main route of exposure is thought to
be by inhalation, although absorption may
also occur via skin or mucous membrane
exposure. Novichok is reported to be 5–8
times more lethal than VX nerve agent
(created by the UK in the 1950s) and
effects are rapid.
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As you would expect, appropriate Personal

The Prime Minister said there were only two

believed to have been administered in a cup

Protective Equipment (PPE) must be worn by

plausible explanations:

of tea. The long-awaited report into Mr

members of emergency services who may be
treating nerve agent casualties. Inadequate
decontamination may result in secondary

1. It was a direct act by the Russian State
against our country, or
2. Conceivably, the Russian government

Litvinenko’s death found that two Russian
men deliberately poisoned the 43-year-old
in London in 2006 by putting the radioactive

cases from exposure to primary cases. The

could have lost control of a military-

substance polonium-210 into his drink at a

initial responders would not have been

grade nerve agent and allowed it to get

hotel. The inquiry found that the murder was

aware of the use of a nerve agent; hence

into the hands of others.

“probably” approved by President Vladimir

Detective Sergeant Nick Bailey and others

Putin. Mr Litvinenko’s work for British

were affected.

intelligence agencies,
his criticism of the FSB

It has been

and Mr Putin, and his

reported that this

association with other

group of nerve

Russian dissidents

agents were

were possible motives

developed by the

for his killing.

Soviet Union in

- meaning

Where were
the Skripals
poisoned?

‘newcomer’ in

In the early days of

Russian - were

the inquiry, the focus

designed as

was on the Bishop’s

“binary weapons”,

Mill pub where the

meaning they are

Skripals had a drink

comprises of two

before moving to the

relatively harmless

Zizzi restaurant. As

ingredients that

counter-terror police

the 1970s and
80s. Novichok

only become

took charge of the

deadly when mixed together. This perhaps

Although Russia was given the opportunity

investigation, greater attention was paid to

makes them easier to transport, handle and

to provide an explanation, no meaningful

Mr Skripal’s house. There was speculation

gives them a much longer shelf life than

explanation was given.

that Yulia Skripal, who arrived at Heathrow

other nerve agents.

airport on a flight from Moscow at around
The investigation is a highly complex inquiry.

on Saturday, 3rd March, may have carried the

Who carried out the attack?

A team of 250 counter-terrorism officers

poison with her.

On 14th March, Prime Minister Theresa May

has so far recovered 762 pieces of evidence,

confirmed that Mr Skripal and his daughter

spoken to 400 witnesses and trawled through

On March 9, as the UK’s armed forces

were poisoned with a Novichok: a military

4,000 hours of CCTV footage. The police are

were called in to help gather evidence and

grade nerve agent developed by Russia.

keen to piece together their movements to

decontaminate areas that the Skripal’s

Based on this capability, combined with

understand what happened, where they went

visited in Salisbury, and investigators wearing

their record of conducting state sponsored

in those hours before they fell ill.

luminous hazmat suits cordoned off the

assassinations, including against former

grave of Mr Skripal’s wife Ludmilla and a

intelligence officers whom they regard as

Parallels are being drawn to the Alexander

memorial to their son Alexander at a nearby

legitimate targets, the UK Government

Litvinenko’s poisoning in 2006 which

cemetery. That prompted speculation that

concluded it was highly likely that Russia

eventually led to a Public Inquiry. He

the Novichok could have been secreted on

was responsible for this reckless and

was killed by radioactive polonium-210,

an object or bunch of flowers left by the

despicable act.

Skripal’s at the cemetery.
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Mr Skripal’s BMW also became another focus
of the investigation. Military personnel were

Risk to the public?

challenge for the emergency services. It

Public Health England said on 8 March

requires a specialist emergency response

photographed loading the car into a metal

that 21 people had initially been treated

capability, significant resources and training.

cargo container and taking it away. Theories

for possible exposure to the nerve agent.

Undoubtedly all the agencies involved will be

have since emerged to suggest that the door

However, they have since reported that they

keen to identify organisational learning from

handle could have been smeared with the

had contacted 131 people who might have

the incident to allow them to continually

poison, or it could have been distributed

come into contact with the substance.

improve what they do and to reflect on local

through the car’s air vents.

and national capability.
Only three people appear to have been

It is now believed that the Skripal’s were

seriously affected and two remain in a

International response

poisoned by the agent applied to their front

serious or critical condition; Mr Skripal and

On 21 March the Organisation for the

door, and the police began focusing much of

his daughter. Detective Sergeant Nick Bailey,

Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW)

their efforts in and around their address. The

who was one of the first to attend to the

deployed a team to visit the locations where

Police have revealed traces of nerve agent

Russian and his daughter was released after

the victims were exposed to a toxic chemical.

have been found at other areas they have

three weeks in hospital. DS Bailey is also

OPCW staff collected environmental samples

been investigating across Salisbury, though in

known to have gone to Mr Skripal’s house,

from the scene and biomedical samples from

lower concentrations.

suggesting he may have been exposed to

the victims. OPCW has verified the chain of

the poison there.

custody. These sample were sent to several

This has become a complex investigation

designated laboratories for testing.

into the use of a chemical weapon, it

Interestingly, it has been reported that

On 5 April the UK Permanent Representative

involves more than 250 police staff. They are

two other officers, PC Way and PC Collins,

to the United Nations, Karen Pierce, gave

supported by a range of specialist experts

attended to Mr Skripal and his daughter on

a statement at the UN Security Council

and partners. It is reported that they are

the bench at the Maltings in Salisbury, but do

emergency meeting called by Russia. The UK

trawling through more than 5000 hours of

not appear to have had any health issues.

laid the blame for the attack with Russia.

CCTV. They are examining more than 1,350

On 12 April the OPCW published their report

seized exhibits, and they are interviewing

The Prime Minister in her address to

into the investigation. They confirmed the

more than 500 witnesses.

Parliament on 14 March wanted to reassure

UK findings: the toxic chemical used in

the public and residents of Salisbury. She

the attempted assassination of Sergei and

said that as Public Health England have made

Yulia Skripal was a military grade nerve

clear ‘the ongoing risk to public health is low’.

agent – a Novichok.

Learning for first responders

In a round of diplomatic activity the UK

What are the security services
focused on?
At the same time as the police investigation,
MI5 has been looking at people known to
the security services, particularly known

I would like to pay tribute to the continued

briefed the US and other key partners on

Russian spies, seeking out any irregularities

professionalism, dedication and courage

the incident, importantly including how

in movement or behaviour in the preceding

of the emergency services and health

Russia has the technical means, operational

weeks. Before the expulsion of undeclared

professionals. They have handled the incident

experience and the motive for the Salisbury

intelligence agents by the Prime Minister,

with their customary attentiveness, alacrity,

attack. As a result, 26 countries expelled

the number of Russian intelligence agents

and sense of public duty. First responders

150 Russian intelligence officers and staff,

in the UK was at the same levels as during

put themselves in dangerous situations on

whose presence they deem to be no longer

the Cold War. The security services are also

a day-to-day basis, and this incident has

conducive to the public good. The US has

trawling bulk communications data provided

underlined that fact.

also imposed further economic sanctions

by the digital-spying agency GCHQ and

on several key Russian individuals and their

other records such as passenger lists to see

The UK Government recognises that a

organisations. They are gradually restricting

if there are any pointers as to who might

terrorist attack involving the use of Chemical,

access to western financing and capital.

have carried out the attack. Primarily they

Biological, Radiological or Nuclear (CBRN)

These are potentially far more damaging to

are looking to reveal any digital footprint

materials and potentially also involving

the Russian economy than the diplomatic

that might provide leads on why Mr Skripal

explosives, constitutes an ongoing threat

measures and harder for President Putin

became a target.

to the UK. Whilst unlikely, the impact of

to shrug off.

an incident involving CBRN(e) could be
significant and would represent a major
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CYBER THREATS AND RESILIENCE
PLANNING – A VIEW
by Mick Free

I

t seems that hardly a day passes without
a major news story concerning cyber
threats, whether emanating from State
actors, criminal misuse of the internet or
other nefarious activity. The Wannacry
attack in May 2017, which had a particular
impact on the NHS (although it affected
many countries, including Russia) was the
first in this country to significantly affect
a public-sector organisation on a broad
basis i.e. beyond what would be considered
‘local’. There have been many other high
profile cyber related incidents, including:
Yahoo email; Tesco Banking; TalkTalk;
Wonga Payday Loans; and the Houses of
Parliament. The recent scandal involving
Facebook and Cambridge Analytica is another
example of what can go seriously wrong
if internet-based systems are not properly
regulated and managed: we probably can’t
rely on the industry to ‘self-regulate’ as
commercial priorities and competition
(whether real or perceived) will always tend
to take precedence in corporate decision
making unless there are effective checks and
balances.

I am not a cyber security expert. However,
with my ‘resilience head’ on I started looking
more closely at this area back in April 2015.
Discussions with senior colleagues from the
police, central government, academia and
several Local Resilience Forums has led to
my involvement in preparing two large LRF
based exercises.
HM Government published its second Cyber
Security Strategy in October 2016, which
includes a commitment to invest £1.9 billion
in cyber security and resilience between
2016 – 2021. In the same year the National
Cyber Security Centre (NCSC) opened as an
annex to GCHQ to specifically take on the
role of boosting the UK’s cyber security and
resilience arrangements. The NCSC provided
a response to over 500 cyber-attacks
within the UK last year. The threat is clearly
highlighted in the 2017 UK National Risk
Register that states: “with the increasing
connectivity of digital systems, cyber-attacks
are growing more frequent and sophisticated,
and more damaging when they succeed.
The Government assesses the risk of cyber-

attacks has increased since 2015 and it is
likely that the number, and severity of cyber
incidents affecting public and private sector
organisations will continue to increase”.
Ciaran Martin, the Head of the NCSC has
said only recently that it is a matter of when,
not if, the UK is subjected to a Category 1
(National cyber emergency) attack.
In addition to the National Cyber Strategy
and related programmes, we have also seen
a plethora of regulations, legislation and
guidance covering cyber published over a
relatively short period of time. These include
the General Data Protection Regulations
(GDPR); the Security Policy Framework (SPF);
and the UK Network Information Systems
Directive (NIS). These are also supplemented
by national schemes, such as Cyber
Information Sharing Partnerships (CiSP);
Cyber Essentials; Active Cyber Defence;
and Cyber Aware.
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As part of the National Cyber Security

if we are going to improve security and

cyber strategy to deliver real resilience.

Strategy the Government is also committed

resilience in this area:

They don’t need to be experts, but they

to assist in the development of a local

• Greater involvement of decision makers

do need to be in a position to make better

leadership cadre and identify how Local

• Basic security measures – prevention is

informed decisions that will enhance their

Authorities and the Local Resilience
community can collaborate to respond to
common issues and challenges.

better than cure

organisational cyber resilience.

• Cohesive local plans owned by Local
Resilience Forums (LRFs)

Basic security measures
There is some great advice available on the

Greater involvement of
decision makers

NCSC website about improving basic security.

above are also supplemented by an ‘army’
of cyber security consultants and companies

This applies to both the public and the

CiSP, implementing the 10-steps to cyber

in what appears to be an increasingly

private sector. Far too often in the past, cyber

security, and participation in Cyber Essentials

competitive market.

related matters have been seen purely as an

(preferably Plus, to avoid marking your own

Information and Communications Technology

homework). However, all this is strongly

The vulnerability around some of our cyber

(ICT) issue and not properly owned at the

linked to the greater involvement of decision

systems is further enhanced by the rush

board/executive level. The General Data

makers. Without which there will not be

towards Smart Cities, Smart devices and

Protection Regulation (GDPR) has probably

the robust strategy that underpins the

the commercial incentive to introduce new

gone someway to at least getting ICT issues

organisational approach.

versions of internet enabled devices on a

discussed at board level; but it is likely

staggeringly regular basis. This inevitably

some are more concerned with regulation

As a start, security can be distilled down to

leads to ‘older’ versions becoming less

compliance than developing a robust strategy

three keys area:

supported and more vulnerable - perhaps

for cyber resilience and preparedness. In

• Effective credential management

more quickly than they need to be.

my experience, it is not unusual to find that

• Network configuration

some Senior Information Risk Owners (SIROs)

• Properly supported devices and software

The legislation, guidance and initiatives

I would strongly advocate membership of

There is a strong argument that the more

are middle/senior managers and do not sit

reliant we are on internet enabled devices,

at board/director level. As our reliance on

the less resilient we become. Speaking at the

all things internet continues to grow, the

Effective credential management

National Indian Police College last November

very survival of organisations, public and

Again, there’s a lot of great advice available

I reminded police leaders in India of this in

private, will depend on their ability to protect

on the NCSC website. The bottom line is that

the context of the Digital India programme.

their systems, and in the event of an attack

organisations need security policies that work

One of the key aims of this is that everyone

mitigate the impact and bring about a rapid

for people. If they don’t they probably won’t

in India (all 1.25 billion) will have access

recovery. This is not something that can be

be very effective. Frequent password changes

to an internet enable device by the end of

‘outsourced’ to ICT departments in respect of

and inflexible blame cultures, normally lead

2019. Although this project potentially has

corporate ownership, together with strategic

to less secure systems. It is far better that

great benefits, it also comes with significant

direction and control.

staff have one complex password that’s not

risks: many devices sold in India are not

updates (patching)

changed regularly, than to follow a system

properly supported and thus not as secure as

This is not to say that board members need

of regular changes that lead to all sorts of

they should be.

to become ICT experts, but they must be

behaviour (with the best of intentions) that

far more aware of the risks involved and

lead to weaker security systems. Examples

What should we be doing

own the strategy to mitigate those risks and

I’ve encountered include writing passwords

Having looked at this for several years

protect the public, their clients, and partner

on Post-It notes kept under mouse mats;

it sometimes appears to be getting ever

organisations. Every organisation must have

and passwords written into desk diaries etc.

more confusing in respect of a clear way

an individual at board level with whom full

Regular changes also encourage the use of

forward. However, I believe there are a

responsibility and accountability for cyber

simpler more easy to remember passwords.

number of areas that we need to focus on

security and resilience sits. Without this it
is highly unlikely there will be a meaningful
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National Risk Register back in 2008. We are

by central Government guidance. There’s

Make sure your system is properly managed

on the second version of a National Cyber

a strong case now for Cyber to be part of

and configured to minimise the risk of

Security Strategy (LRFs don’t get a mention).

such a programme: driven from the centre,

security breaches. This includes regular

The New Cyber Attack categorisation system

but with a clear vison of how this will

patching and ensuring that staff only have

(categories 1 (National) to 6 (Localised)) was

roll out locally.

access to information and data that they

published on 12 April 2018. LRFs are not

need to perform their role. As with all aspects

mentioned in the response arrangements.

Summary

of internet security there’s very clear advice

Central Government has done and continues

A large part of the problem with developing

about this on the NCSC website.

to work to increase the involvement of Local

cyber resilience (especially at the local

Resilience Forums in cyber preparedness.

level) has been the speed and scale of

However, to a certain extent LRFs are ‘on the

developments - particularly in the last ten

back foot’ here and there is a lot of catching

years. We have never before experienced

The older a device becomes the less software

up to do. This is despite the fact that there

technology advance at this rate and with

updates (patches) are made available and the

are very clear links here with their statutory

such an impact; and it’s difficult for some

more vulnerable it will be. It will eventually

duty under the Civil Contingencies Act 2004

of us to catch-up. This includes the decision

reach a point (probably within five to seven

to prepare business continuity plans, and

makers. There’s now a huge amount of

years) when if you want to maintain the

for Local Authorities to promote business

work going on and a range of legislation,

best security for your device(s) you’ll have to

continuity within their area.

regulations and guidance that appear almost

Network configuration

Properly supported devices and
software updates

on a daily basis. It’s not surprising that at the

upgrade to newer hardware. I suspect this is
likely to be more of an issue for public sector

In a major cyber emergency, the Government

local level, cyber is frequently left with the

organisations struggling with the ongoing

and NCSC will of course have a major role

ICT departments to ‘get on with it’. However,

effects of austerity measures. Whatever

in leading the UK response. However, if local

the risks are real and growing. LRFs need to

system you run on, it’s vital to install the

responders (including at executive level)

engage properly with this area and develop

latest security patches available for it. How

have not been part of these preparations,

meaningful plans, both to prevent an attack

many times have we postponed installing

it’s unlikely they will be able to come

penetrating defences and have a joined-

updates because we’re too busy or think it’s

together quickly, in a cohesive fashion, to

up response in the event that an attack is

okay to leave it to the next user to do. Again,

mitigate the response.

(as some will invariably be) successful in
breaching system defences. As is the case

responsibility and the decision making behind
software updates, needs to be part of an

Speed is of the essence in any emergency. In

with many emergencies, those who are most

organisational strategy driven at the board

cyber it’s even more crucial. What used to

vulnerable, are those least empowered. Their

level and not left to individual staff members

be referred to as the Golden Hour, has now

protection is best secured by local responders

or the ICT department. If there are real

shrunk to the Golden 20 minutes for cyber.

working closely together, supported by

vulnerabilities around outdated/unsupported

Are LRFs prepared to respond so quickly and

central Government and national assets, and

hardware, then the executive need to make

quite possibly out of hours?

not the other way around. It’s why the Civil
Contingencies Act was introduced in the

informed decisions about how they wish to
deal with that risk (including in the public

I would like to see the National Resilience

first place – to establish under legislation,

sector).

Capabilities Programme (NRCP), established

responsibility for emergency planning where

after 9/11, subject to a proper review and

it will have the biggest impact: at the local

refreshment. Programmes such as the UK

level.

Cohesive local plans owned by
Local Resilience Forums (LRFs)

Disaster Victim Identification Team (DVI),

Local Resilience Forums are the bedrock of

Mass Casualties plan, CBRNE and others made

both developing resilience and delivering an

great progress under this programme, quite

effective response to mitigate the effects of

often from a complete standing start. Each

any emergency. To a certain extent cyber has

area with Lead Government Department,

‘muddied the waters’ a bit here in terms of

lead Minister and a programme of work from

responsibility for planning and response. The

the national to the local, helped to develop,

threat of cyber-attacks first appeared on the

multi-agency, cohesive plans, supported

Note on the author
A former police officer, where he was involved in
major incident preparedness and response, Mick
Free is now an independent civil protection and
disaster management specialist. He is a Fellow of
the Institute of Civil Protection and Emergency
Management.
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A PROCESS APPROACH TO
CRISIS MANAGEMENT
by Roger Gomm

T

he Oxford Dictionary definition of
crisis – ‘a time of intense difficulty
or danger‘ is perhaps a good starting
definition. The Cabinet Office Emergency
Planning College doctrine provides a
broader definition as ‘an inherently
abnormal, unstable and complex situation
that represents a threat to the strategic
objectives, reputation or existence of an
organisation’.1 Crisis management is the
process by which an organisation deals with
a major event that threatens to harm the
organisation, its stakeholders, or the general
public – it is during this period that crisis
‘leadership’ is required.
Aristotle (384—322 B.C.) warned us to
‘expect the unexpected’ and he continues
to be proved correct as today we live in
challenging times with reports of ‘Black
Swans’, systemic failure, interconnectivity,
human irrationality, complexity, changing
ways of life and expectations. This 11th
edition of The Global Risks Report2 reports
on these changes “global risks materialise in
new and unexpected ways and are becoming
more imminent as their consequences reach
people, institutions and economies. We
witness the effects of climate change in
the rising frequency and intensity of water
shortages, floods and storms worldwide.
Stable societies are becoming increasingly
fragmented in many regions of the world,
and we note a weak global economy that is
again facing headwinds”.
The public and private sector are being
regularly tested with data breaches, large
scale incidents, natural disasters, and selfinflicted reputational wounds which fill the
news headlines. Clearly, some organisations
understand that senior leadership must react
when these major events arise. Arjen Boin in
his book the Politics of Crisis Management:

Public Leadership Under Pressure states that,
“in a crisis, leaders are expected to reduce
uncertainty and provide an authoritative
account of what is going on, why it is
happening and what needs to be done”.3
That’s what is needed but, how does the crisis
manager achieve it?
Looking at the roles and responsibility of the
Gold/Strategic Commanders the list includes:
accountable and responsible; set, review,
communicate and update the strategy;
overall command of the resources of their
own organisation; secure resources in order
to resolve the incident and prioritise the

This key requirement is supported by all
the UK doctrines, for example: ‘They must
consider the incident in its wider context to
establish its longer term and wider effects’.
(NHS Commissioning Board Emergency
Preparedness Framework 2013); ‘Review the
situation from a strategic perspective’ (ACPO
(2009) Guidance on Emergency Procedures);
“The purpose of the Strategic level is to
consider the emergency in its wider context”
(HM Government Emergency Response and
Recovery 2013).
However, when a crisis occurs – what

allocation of resources, where appropriate;

do you do? The desire to respond, take

plan beyond the immediate response phase

action, make decision or do something, is

for recovering from the emergency and

always very strong and often consumes all

returning to normality; have responsibility

the activity! But I would encourage real

for the development of communication

crisis leaders to stop and think – ‘Do you

and media strategies; delegates tactics

understand the crisis?’

to Silver/Tactical Command. However, I
believe that the most important role or

I strongly believe that a strategic leader must

core function of those in Gold/Strategic

consider the situation in its wider context

Command is ‘to review the situation from a

and assess the potential severity of crisis or

strategic perspective’.

an emergency. My approach in the past as a
senior police officer responsible for numerous
challenging situation and recently when
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providing advice and training in this field,

Duration – how long? How long might

is to recommend that crisis leaders adopt a

this last, in terms of both acute, chronic

‘process’: ‘Situation – Direction – Action’ to

and legacy or response, consolidation and

encourage thinking!

recovery impacts

Situation:
• What has happened, what is happening
now and what is being done about it?
• What are the implications and wider
impacts?
• What might happen in the future?

Impact – Doing what to whom and
where? It is often easy to identify the
immediate consequences, but tracing the
wider impacts can be extremely difficult.
This is achieved by using an impact tree
analysis where identification of the various,
related impacts of an event or a risk, using

This is the need for situational awareness.

progressive levels of detail through primary,

‘Knowing what is going on around you’

secondary, tertiary impacts. This is useful as

– making sense of the situation4. There

a response management tool to reduce the

are three levels of Situational Awareness:

number of “surprises” the team may face,

Perception of elements in the current

but also for identification impacts for a risk

situation; comprehension of the current

assessment and for generating plausible

situation; and projection of future status /

exercise scenarios.

outcomes / scenarios. But this is inherently
difficult to attain in a crisis because so many
things are going on, the rate of change is
rapid, various interpretations of cause and
effect might be plausible and the spread of

An example:

Scale:
• City centre, but impacts whole of
the city

impacts and potential impacts is unclear.

• Local counties surrounding the city

This is a real challenging area, an interesting

• Potentially the southern half of

quote often used from the Chairman US
Joint Chiefs of Staff, “On the first day of a

the country
• Possibly international

Duration:
• Response: 24 hours
• Consolidation: 7 days,
investigation may last 6 months
• Recovery: 2 years.
These first two phases are very revealing and
important to a strategic commander. To
recognise that you have an incident, with its
focus on the city centre but with potential
international dimensions is significant.
Estimating the times that the key phases of
the response, consolidation and recovery will
highlight resource planning requirements and
wider briefing requirements.
Achieving a common appreciation of this –
termed shared situational awareness – across
the range of people involved in managing
the crisis is harder still, as information
might not move freely, technical knowledge
or specialist skills might be required to
interpret certain facts, terminology might
not be commonly understood and certain
pieces of information might deliberately be
withheld from others on various grounds.
Effective information management involves
collecting information from a set of sources
and, if necessary, assessing source credibility

crisis about 80% of the information you

whenever a new piece of information is

are using will be wrong – you just don’t

received from unknown or unverified sources.

know which 80%”.

Scale – Duration – Impact
A process developed by the Cabinet Office
Emergency Planning College, is a very useful
and easy to remember way to consider the
situation in its wider context and assess
the potential severity of a given risk or an
emergency. Where possible it should be
written on flip chart paper and placed on the
wall or white boards, which forms a touch
stone. It is equally achievable in a note book!
Scale – How big? Geography, how far might
this thing extend

Impact Analysis:

It subsequently involves the systematic
collation, assessment and analysis and
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presentation of that information in a format

I would strongly warn against going to

important is that these are your decisions;

that is appropriate to the situation, which

a list of ‘Common Objective’, like those

you need to have a process in place to deal

may be termed a “situation report”.

contained in UK CONOPS 2013 and JESIP

with the recording of them.

Doctrine 2013 and selecting the most
The ability to build shared situational

obvious for the strategy. These must be

Strategic commanders should remember that

awareness in a crisis cannot be assumed on

used after the analysis and as a guide to

if they are called to account for the actions

the basis of normal operations. It requires

developing the strategy.

and decisions during the crisis and one of the

effort to understand the requirements and

first crisis related question they will be asked

develop the structures, ways of working

Actions

is ‘how did you consider the emergency in its

and skills to meet them. The organization

Once we have the direction we can start

wider context’ or ‘what was your assessment

needs to have a training plan and agreed

actions and make key decisions:

of the situation’? A record of the assessment

process in place.

• What do we need to do now?

and an explanation of the process used

• What do we need to find out?

will be required!

Direction – or the strategic plan

• What do we need to do next?

The next step, based on the assessment

• What do we need to communicate?

The process I have briefly set out above

or analysis of the situation; situational

• What might we need to do in the

represents a set of core competencies

awareness, is to develop a strategic plan in
the form of a set of objectives, based on:
• Ends: what are we trying to achieve,
what is the desired end state?

future?

required to perform consistently and

• What if?

effectively to a crisis, especially at the

• What contingencies could arise and if

strategic level. But it is my belief that not

so what options apply?

• Ways: what options are open to us and
what constraints apply?

everyone can do it. One of the key discoveries
when competencies start to be identified and

It is worth remembering when we talk

mapped out, and performance is measured

about decisions that we remember the

against them, is that many senior and

responsibility to record them. All leaders are

middle-ranking government officials and

This is a vital ingredient of success as

accountable and responsible for the actions

executives, and, indeed, senior officers in

it should ensure that effort is directed

and decisions made during a crisis. They are

the emergency services, are not as omni-

consistently towards a common, understood

also responsible for their own audit trail.

competent as they thought they were. In my

and shared goal and focusing the

Remember these words:

view it is a fallacy to believe that these

strategic leaders on ‘what’ and tactical

Whilst your personal memory of the event

people will all make an effective leader

• Means: what capabilities are available
to us to realise our objectives?

leaders on ‘how’.
If we look again at the Scale – Duration
– Impact analysis the key objective of the
strategy can be seen in the first column of
‘consequences’ or ‘impacts’. These can be

when faced with a crisis. In the same way

If it isn’t
recorded it didn’t
happen!

turned into a sentence to form the objectives.

as there are those who have a talent for
administration, accountancy, organisational
and even operational planning, research and
development, legal matters, IT specialist etc.,
there are those who have a similar talent for
handling crises.

may be good, the key to your records it is

In many cases, who leads in a crisis is very

that they aid recollection; it is not supposed

much a matter of trial and error, sometimes

to be a substitute for it! You may feel

with disastrous results. One has only to look

that you can rely on your recollection of

at disasters in football stadia around the

events, but in the absence of a written

world to see this. The trick is to identify

record, you should expect the accuracy of

these people before the crisis occurs and give

your recollection to be challenged, this is

them adequate training. The most capable

likely to impact upon your professional and

people in running a company or a part of a

organisation’s credibility. Remember what is

company, or a government department, or a
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by those you lead.

All Members
Contact Details

W

e have found contact
details, e.g. postal
address, e-mail address,

mobile telephone number, etc., of
a number of members are incorrect
in our records. If you have changed
them in the last four or five years,
please send me the new ones.
Paul Collard
Registrar and Treasurer, ICPEM.
E-mail: icpemtreasurer@outlook,com
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A ROLE IN RESPONSE: THE PLACE
OF VOLUNTARISM IN EMERGENCY
ORGANISATION
by David Alexander

T

here are several reasons why
voluntarism is important to emergency
preparedness. First, in certain areas
of activity, it can compensate for lack of
official resources. Secondly, it can help
connect the official response mechanism
to the beneficiaries, namely the general
public. Thirdly, it may give people more
of a stake in how local risks are managed.
Finally, it may help create a sense of
community and encourage people to work
for the common good.
Voluntarism can help to connect ordinary
people to the system of official disaster risk
reduction and emergency response. It can
counteract the ‘top-down’ effect, with its
potential blindness to local concerns and
priorities. It can also help adapt emergency
provisions to local needs. In this context,
organised voluntarism can act as a link
between salaried administrators and the
general public, enabling the latter to connect
with the emergency preparedness process and
voice concerns to the authorities.
It is often suggested that voluntarism is
in crisis in various parts of the world. The
market-based ideologies of neoliberal
capitalism have encouraged, promoted and
prized individualism at the expense of selfless
collective action. Harsh economic conditions
and the rise of the ‘gig economy’ have
created financial pressures that discourage
people from volunteering, as this would
be too great a sacrifice of time that could
be spent earning a basic income. Public
discourse has become harsher, and civil values
have taken a beating. Nevertheless, charity,
self-sacrifice and social participation have
found new ways of expressing themselves,
notably with the aid of social media. In one
of her Christmas addresses to the UK nation,
Queen Elizabeth II observed that, among the
many people she has met during the course

of her official duties, the happiest and most
fulfilled have usually been those who sought
a role helping others. Hence, voluntarism is
certainly not dying and doubtless has a rich,
varied future ahead of it.
This essay briefly examines (or really reexamines1) the nature of civil protection
voluntarism. This largely means emergency
response, although there is of course a role
for volunteers in the wider processes of
mitigating risks and preparing for future
emergencies. In this work, the key question
is how best to organise voluntarism so
that it provides a valid and valuable
service, motivates the volunteers and fits
in with the ‘official’ system. As the legal,
administrative and social support systems
of countries vary widely, no one model is
appropriate everywhere. There is a series of
options to be considered, as the following
section will show.

The nature of civil protection
voluntarism
According to sociologists, agent-generated
demands arise from the specific nature of
the hazard or threat impact and responsegenerated demands stem from the process of
organising and implementing the response2.
Hence, the need for casualty management is
agent-generated, but the need for stretchers
and ambulances is response-generated.
Volunteers respond to the former category of
needs but generate the latter category.
The first question for civil protection
authorities is whether it is better to avail
themselves of spontaneous volunteers
or create the conditions for organised,
incorporated voluntarism. Although there are
pros and cons on both sides of the dilemma,
the world-wide trend is decisively away
from spontaneous voluntarism in favour of

the organised kind. This, however, may be a
process or path, rather than a net distinction.
Spontaneous volunteer forces have been
organised by enterprising citizens through
use of social media to articulate people’s
pressing concerns. Thus people with brooms
and plastic sacks went out on the streets of
London after the 2011 riots both to clean up
the debris and to demonstrate that Londoners
still have civic values of tolerance, solidarity
and participation. In 2014, similar forces were
out on the streets of Hamilton, Ontario, to
clean up the debris left by the passage of
an intense storm.
In Italy, organised voluntarism in civil
protection stems from the founding of the
Venerable Company of the Misericordia in
Florence in 1244. In 2018 it is still in the
same headquarters but has grown into
a major ambulance and civil protection
response service that is federated across the
nation. Nevertheless, the dawn of the modern
era of civil protection voluntarism in Italy
stems from the arrival of many young people
in Florence after the 4 November 1966
floods. Equipped with nothing but a backpack
and bedding role, they dedicated themselves
to the clean-up process with enthusiasm and
earned the title of “mud angels”.
Spontaneous demonstrations of desire to help
and participate are all very well, but they
carry a number of drawbacks. Unorganised
volunteers can be a drain on resources and
are of limited use. Yet most civil protection
voluntary organisations began in this
manner. Thus, one could trace a progression
from spontaneous to fully organised and
incorporated voluntarism (see figure). Hence,
in Italy, 3,600 volunteer organisations are the
backbone of the system. The organisations
have government sponsorship and their
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• Medical services, support for people
with disabilities, psychological assistance
• Interpreting and translating
• Building and construction skills
• Monitoring, observing and providing
information to the public.
In most countries there are probably already
volunteer organisations that respond to with
some of these needs.

members are protected with legal provisions.
For example, they cannot be sacked from
their regular jobs if they are called upon to
respond to a disaster.
It is a valid hypothesis that voluntarism
in civil protection cannot adequately be
organised on an unprogrammed basis. Some
of the reasons for this are as follows. First,
members require personal protection in
their response roles and insurance against
accident, liability or losses. The complexity of
events and increasing professionalism of roles
requires systematic training. Volunteers work
best in groups or organisations and these
need to be accommodated by the system of
official emergency response. In fact, given
the need to orchestrate the response, it is
important for such organisations to have
defined roles that can fully be taken into
account in emergency plans. Moreover,
such roles must harmonise with other roles
and tasks in such a way as to cover all
anticipated needs generated by foreseeable
emergency situations.
The process of building a system of volunteer
organisations that is both parallel to the
official response system and is harmonised
with it involves a series of steps. Associations
need to be formed and to acquire identity
based on their tasks, roles and constituent
members. Association involves working

together; organisation involves grouping and
readying for action. Training, the acquisition
of equipment and operational bases, the
formation of communications networks and
the creation of procedures for recruitment
are all part of the process of maturing and
developing organisations. They may then
enter on the path to incorporation, in which
they gain official recognition and absorption
into official structures, with an official
role in emergency response or other civil
protection activities.

Models of voluntarism in civil
protection
When considering how voluntarism could
be developed in civil protection, the first
question to answer is what can volunteers
do? Here is a list of possible roles:
• Urban search and rescue (USAR),
regional search and rescue (SAR)
• Marine rescue (lifeboat services)
• Evacuation and the management of
temporary shelter
• Mass feeding for displaced populations
and emergency responders
• Transportation and humanitarian
logistics
• Ambulance service, with paramedics and
possibly doctors
• Volunteer fire service

In some countries emergency response
voluntarism is well developed. In Germany,
for example, Technisches Hilfswerk (THW) has
almost 80,000 volunteers and 630 bases. It is
well integrated into the official emergency
response system. In Italy, there are 3,600
volunteer organisations with civil protection
roles, some of which are federated into 36
national organisations. The volunteer rescue
tradition stretches back 775 years and is
fully accepted and well supported by local
communities. It is usually a matter of local
pride, as well as the prudence of having
functional emergency services at close
proximity. A corollary is the fact that Italian
Law (specifically, no. 225 of 1992) identifies
the elected mayor of a municipality as the
chief civil protection authority, which is
a further connection between the official
emergency response mechanism and the
beneficiaries in the general population.
Similar kinds of organisation exist in
countries such as Colombia, but with lower
levels of development, in part due to lack
of resources and in part because of the
persistence of conflict situations that have
restricted the development of civilian
agencies.3
In the United States individualism is such
that volunteer activity is somewhat limited,
although the American Red Cross is a fine
example of how a regular institution can
be integrated with volunteers. In the more
seismically active parts of California there
have been experiments with organising
neighbourhood-level emergency response,
by training and equipping groups of
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neighbours.4 In southern Ireland, villages have
organised to be resilient against emergencies
using social media to communicate and
identify indigenous skills.

Voluntarism and communities
The concept of ‘community’ is difficult to
define and not necessarily therapeutic. In
the first place, it has no inherent scale, It
can be conceptualised as any grouping of
people with a common agenda, or common
fate, from the level of a single inhabited
street to that of the entire world, as linked
by information technology. Many local
communities have expatriate elements,
perhaps in the form of a diaspora. Secondly,
the mere fact of a common destiny, or
common interests, does not automatically
make communities a force for social progress.
Rather than being therapeutic phenomena,
many communities are factional, divided by
rivalries or subject to ‘elite capture’, a process
in which the common agenda is subverted
to the desires of the most influential or
powerful members of the community.5
Although elite capture is mostly associated

with communities in developing countries
it is equally likely to occur in rich nations,
albeit under a different, more subtle guise.

could be incorporated into emergency
plans with defined roles under expected
emergency scenarios.

Despite these reservations, where they can
be defined at a local scale, communities are
usually rich in human capital.6 People have
skills and experience, as well as potential
commitment. Organising volunteer groups is
thus also a question of organising expertise
in such a way that it can be exploited in
emergency response or mitigation actions.

Conclusions

Another issue concerns how to use existing
volunteer organisations, if there are such
things, in order to extend their reach to
emergency response activities. In the local
community, there may be trained figures
(such as flood wardens and snow wardens)
as well as entire trained organisations. An
ambitious scheme would operate at the
national or regional level. It would provide
a legal framework for operations, including
coverage for anticipated risks, funding for
equipment and training, and recognition
and accommodation within the official
system. Once established, the organisation

Civil protection is made up of the processes
and organisations involved in preparing for
and responding to civilian emergencies such
as natural hazard impacts and industrial
accidents. To be effective, it needs the
recognition, and perhaps the participation, of
the beneficiaries, namely the general public.
In many situations, how to connect the
public and the system is a major challenge.
Encouraging and developing organised
voluntarism is one possible way of taking up
that challenge.
There is a choice of three possible strategies
(which are not mutually exclusive):a. Rely on spontaneous voluntarism
and existing volunteer organisations.
Seek to guide and direct them more
effectively. This means anticipating
developments that will occur which
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may involve volunteers and predicting
both how they can be used and how
they will act in a crisis.
b. Make better use of existing voluntary
organisations. Understand them, engage
with them, seek to change and develop
their roles in emergency situations. Seek
a better institutional role for them.
c.

Start to develop serious civil protection
organisations and a role, accreditation
system and institutional framework for
them. Templates and procedural and
legal mechanisms will be needed.

By and large, the development of voluntarism
is one of the possible measures of the
maturity of the civil protection system and
its path towards a service that is responsive
to local needs and priorities, organised from

Note on the author
David Alexander is Professor of Disaster Risk
Reduction at University College London. He is VicePresident and Chairman of the Trustees of ICPEM. He
can be contacted at david.alexander@ucl.ac.uk.
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ICPEM ANNUAL AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE

T

he Institute’s Annual Award for Excellence recognises
significant contributions in the field of civil protection
and emergency management by its members.

Nominations for the Award may be based on contributions in various forms, including
leadership in the field, research activity or publications, programme and policy development, or
professional development.
Nominations should be sent to President Emeritus Tony Moore by 31 December 2018 at
tmdisman@gmail.com.
The successful nominee will receive the Award, a magnificent welsh glass trophy, at the Institute’s
Annual Conference in 2019.
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TAKING A STAND AGAINST
METAL THEFT
by Kate Magill

M

etal theft can have a deep impact on
the resilience of communities. As a
direct result of metal theft In Wales
alone the transport system suffered over 166
hours of delays. The British Metals Recycling
Association (BMRA) is the industry body of
the metal recycling sector. Throughout their
almost 100-year history, criminals who steal
metal have often sought to sell the stolen
metal at the sites of our members, which is
why it has been a key stakeholder in the fight
to combat this crime.
In 2011, with metal theft almost running
rampant, British Transport Police (BTP)
said it regarded cable theft second only
to terrorism in its list of priorities. This
declaration came as the fight against metal
theft began in earnest and, in part, led to the
implementation of the Scrap Metal Dealers
Act (SMDA) in 2013.
This new legislation banned cash
payments for scrap metal and introduced
comprehensive ID checks and a requirement
to keep records for three years. The Act,
combined with slumping metal prices on
the global market, proved very effective in
slashing metal theft incidents.
However, with metal prices recovering, we are
seeing an increase in metal thefts. According

BMRA represents over 250 metal recycling companies across 450 UK sites

an attractive target; almost any metal is
worth the risk.
So, what can be done to stop metal theft and
its resulting impact?
BMRA represents over 250 metal recycling
companies across 450 UK sites. Recognising
that thieves who steal materials may well try
to sell them at our sites, we work very closely
with the police services and government to
tackle metal theft head on. For example, we
sit on the National Police Chiefs Council’s
Working Group on Metal Theft, and we
provide the Secretariat for the All Party
Parliamentary Group on Metal, Stone and
Heritage Crime.

BMRA run a metal theft alert service. If we are told and the material does find its way to a yard there is more likelihood
the police could identify the criminals who stole it.

to Network Rail, for example, cable theft
in Wales alone led to over 10,000 minutes
of delay in 2017.
With the price of many metals now soaring
past their pre-slump highs, it seems like it
is not just signalling cable copper that is

We are also lobbying for funds both to
support greater enforcement of the Act and
for the Environment Agency to target illegal
operators. We believe that yards that are
operating illegally – be it that they don’t
have a Scrap Metal Dealer’s licence or the
correct environmental permits –are more

likely to be paying cash for scrap metal and
less likely to ask questions.
At the same time, we run a metal theft alert
service to ask our members to keep an eye
out for stolen material. If we are told about
a theft, and the material does find its way to
a yard that has bought the material in good
faith, there is also more likelihood that the
police could identify the criminals.
However, we are aware that victim
organisations may fear reputational damage,
increased insurance premiums, repeated
thefts or even share devaluation is deterring
many businesses from reporting thefts.
So, where appropriate, we anonymise the
alert describing only the incident details
and a description of the materials stolen.
Anyone, from the general public to member
and non-member organisations can report
metal theft to us.
Finally, given the limited budget and the
ever-increasing call on police services’ time
elsewhere, prevention is more important than
ever when it comes to fight against metal
theft. We work alongside companies that
help harden the target making it harder to
steal and dispose of the stolen metal. These
companies offer products ranging from
infrared night-time cameras and motion
sensor alarms to traceable liquids and
forensic marking.
We believe that the only way to truly tackle
metal theft is to take a partnership approach,
involving all the stakeholders involved, and
to move towards a point where the risk is just
not worth the crime.
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EVENTS
EMERGENCY SERVICES SHOW 2018

T

he United Kingdom’s leading annual show case of
the blue light sector, featuring over 450 exhibitors,
live demonstrations, unique learning opportunities
and unrivalled networking, the Emergency Services Show
takes place in Hall 5 at the National Exhibition Centre in
Birmingham on 19th and 20th September 2018.
6TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON DISASTER MANAGEMENT AND HUMAN HEALTH RISK

F

ollowing successful conferences every two years since 2009, firstly at its base in the New Forest, United
Kingdom, and then in the United States, Spain twice and Turkey, the Wessex Institute of Technology has
announced that the 6th International Conference on Disaster Management and Human Health Risk, will
be held in the beautiful seaside town of Ancona in Italy from 25th to 27th September 2019.
The series of conferences originated with the need for academia and practitioners to exchange knowledge and experience on the way to
handle the risk of natural and human-made disasters. Recent major earthquakes, tsunamis, hurricanes, floods and other natural phenomena
have resulted in huge losses in terms of human life and property destruction. A new range of human-made disasters have afflicted humanity
in modern times; terrorist activities have been added to more classical disasters such as those due to the failure of industrial installations
for instance.
It is important to understand the nature of these global risks to be able to develop strategies to prepare for these events and plan effective
responses in terms of disaster management and the associated human health aspects. The conference provides a forum for the exchange of
information between academics and practitioners.

21ST INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON DISASTER AND EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

T

he 21st International Conference on Disaster and Emergency Management will be held in Rome, Italy, on
5th and 6th March 2019.

The conference aims to bring together leading academics, scientists, researchers and research scholars to exchange and share their experiences
and research results on all aspects of Disaster and Emergency Management. It also provides a premier interdisciplinary platform for researchers,
practitioners and educators to present and discuss the most recent innovations, trends, and concerns as well as practical challenges
encountered and solutions adopted in the fields of Disaster and Emergency Management.

2019 GLOBAL PLATFORM FOR DISASTER RISK REDUCTION

C

onvened and organised by the United Nations’ Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNISDR) and hosted
by the Government of Switzerland, the sixth Session of the Global Platform for Disaster Risk Reduction
will take place in Geneva, Switzerland from 13 to 17 May 2019.

It will represent the next important opportunity for the international community to boost the implementation of the Sendai Framework and
related Sustainable Development Goals of the 2020 Agenda, as well as commitments of the Paris Climate Agreement.
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EUROPEAN NEWS
by Tony Moore

E

uropol has recently published its
Terrorism Situation and Trend Report
for 2017. The Report provides a concise
overview of the nature of terrorism faced
by the European Union in 2016 and looks in
detail at terrorist attacks that occurred.

Other key findings in
the report were:
• 1,002 persons were arrested
for terrorist offences in
2016. Most arrests were
related to jihadist terrorism,
for which the, number rose
for the third consecutive
year, 395 in 2014, 687 in

Europol has recently published its Terrorism
Situation and Trend Report for 2017. The
Report provides a concise overview of the
nature of terrorism faced by the European
Union in 2016 and looks in detail at terrorist
attacks that occurred.

2015, and 718 in 2016.
• Almost one-third of the
total number of persons
arrested (291) were 25 years
of age or younger.
• Although terrorists use
a wide range of readily

In 2016, a total of 142 failed, foiled and
completed attacks were reported to have
taken place in eight Member States. More
than half of them (76) were reported by the
United Kingdom. France reported 23 attacks,
Italy 17, Spain 10, Greece 6, Germany 5,
Belgium 4 and the Netherlands 1.
The number of jihadist attacks actually
decreased in 2016 (13) compared with 16 the
previous year. Six of the 13 were linked to
Islamic State. However, the number of arrests
related to jihadist terrorism rose for the third
consecutive year. The European Counter
Terrorism Centre at Europol supported 127
counter terrorism investigations in 2016
which showed a clear indication of the
growing range of jihadist activity.
A total of 142 people died as a result of
terrorist attacks and 379 were injured in
2016. Of the 142 people who died, 135 were
killed in the 13 attacks by jihadists.
Attacks carried out by left-wing violent
extremists have also risen since 2014,
reaching a total of 27 in 2016 of which by far
the largest number (16) was reported by Italy.

available weapons, because
of their high impact and
symbolic power, explosive
devices were used in 40% of
the attacks.
• It is believed that 40% of

By OSeveno [CC BY-SA 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/bysa/3.0)], from Wikimedia Commons

terrorist plots in Europe have
been funded or partly financed through
crime, especially drug dealing, theft,
robberies, loan fraud, burglaries and the
sale of counterfeit goods.
• Women and children have increasingly
assumed more operational roles in
jihadist terrorism activities, One in four
(26%) of those arrested in 2016 were
women, a significant increase compared
to 2015 (18%). The United Kingdom
reported an increase in the number of
women, families and children engaging
in the conflict in Syria and Iraq and the
Netherlands reported that more than 40
children, aged 0-12 years, travelled to
the two countries.
• 99 of the foiled, failed and completed
attacks were carried out by those
labelled as ethno-nationalist or
separatist terrorists. Dissident

Republican groups in Northern Ireland
were involved in 76 attacks.
• The number of attacks of left-wing and
anarchist terrorists increased in 2016
to 27; all took place in Greece, Italy or
Spain. A total of 31 people were arrested
in EU Member States.
• The quantity of Islamic State
propaganda decreased in 2016.
• Jihadist groups demonstrated a
sophisticated understanding of social
networks, launching well-organised
concerted social media campaigns to
recruit followers and to glorify acts
of terrorism. This has been restricted
to some extent by the collaborative
efforts of law enforcement agencies, the
Europol Internet Referral Unit and the
private sector.
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